Dhaka, Bangladesh
THE PRESIDENT APPEALS
Dear old friends,
Despite our earnest desire we could not yet
make any significant progress for our office
space. This is mainly due to our fund
constrain. On the otherhand our present
office accomodation can hardly accomodate
the weekly attending members. So it’s
needless to say that prime need of the hour is
to ensure a proper office accomodation. But
arranging a permanent office at a suitable
location our present amount of tk. 20.00 Lac
is not enough at all. So we must go on
raising our fund. There is no second
alternative to this idea.
You must agree that no organization can
exist without any operating cost for which
every member of the organization remains
under compulsion to pay his annual
subscription regularly. But unfortunately we
can hardly find any ORCA member (except
the LTS) whose annual subscription is
updated!! We can never deny the fact that
LTS money played a vital role in taking the
ORCA endowment fund to its honourable
position.
In view of our alarming office accomodation
situation I appeal to all of you to: I). Become LTS (Those who can afford)
without further loss of time.
II) Clear out all your outstanding annual
subscriptions immediately.
Please remember that a little effort on your
part can take ORCA to a long way of its
travel
LET ALL OF US PROSPER TOGETHER.
With all of our best wishes
(Engr. M. Siddiqur Rahman (2/53) )
President

35th COLLEGE DAY
CELEBRATION 2001

We celebrated the college day on 11th
February this year. A get together was
arranged to mark the occasion at Planning
and Development Academy. The program
was soon after the ORCA picnic. Despite
this, lots of ORCA members attended the
program.

No : 30
The function included Blood Donation
Program, discussion about ORCA Concert
and coming Re-Union, recalling college
memories and a small cultural program
where ORCA kids and ORCA members
performed. 10th batch sponsored the program
and they cleared all the sponsorship money
just on the program day. So there was no
pain for the treasurer to collect the money.
We recall that 10th Batch sponsored the
transport for for Re-Union ’97. ORCA
Treasurer Fazlur Rashid (21/1149) beared
the responsibilities of co-ordinating this
program with other members. We also thank
the members who have worked hard to make
this program succesful.

ORCA RAJSHAHI CHAPTER
OPENS NEW OFFICE
ORCA Rajshahi Chapter is opening its new
office on 10th May 2001 at Greater road. All
the members of Rajshahi chapter are highly
delighted to get a office of their own. Before
going to this office, Samsur Rahman
(10/534), president, ORCA rajshahi chapter
allowed ORCA to use his office for any
meeting.
Affluent members of Rajshahi chapter are
sharing to furnish the office.
Recently ORCA Rajshahi chapter arranged a
reception for the newly married Sayeed
(18/994) and Anwar (19/1039) couple.

ORCA BLOOD FOR LIFE

The 30th March Live Concert was a huge
success which at the same time played
pioneer role in populirising the ORCA blood
for life. So now it is the time to fulfill our
commitment towards people by establishing
OBL as quickly as possible. The concept of
OBL is simple. To produce the same output
that a Blood Bank does by organizing a
comprehensive donor information database
and operating a strong donor-recipient
interaction system.
We believe that the ORCA members are
ready to take this challenge and by enrolling
themselves along with their family members
and colleagues in the OBL donor list. So,
you are requested to fill up the 'Donor
Enrollment Form' and send it back to the
ORCA office by 25th of June and not to

May, 2001
forget to encourage your close associates for
becoming a donor of OBL. But please be
selective in case of approaching,

MESSAGE OF PRINCIPAL
Span, an updated news bulletin of ORCA
will come out regularly from now on. I am
confident that the span projecting a brief pen
picture of the whereabouts and activities of
the old members of the prestigious
institutioninculacates the spirit of lasting
friendship and brotherhood among the ex
cadets.
However I express my heartiest thanks nad
felicitation to all the members of the editorial
board and wish span a great success in the
days ahead.
(Md. Faizul Hassan)
Principal
Rajshahi Cadet College
because we want actual participation, not any
paper and pencil donors. Very soon the said
form will be posted to you. The form may
contain the following informations:
1. Name & ORCA No. (if applicable)
2. Age, Sex & Weight
3. Blood Group and Disease Records in
brief (if any)
4. Both Office & Residential Addresses in
details with the 'clue word' for searching
5. Phone No. (Mobile, Day time and Night
time)
6. Have you donated before? Last donation
date (No. of times donated for regular
donors)
7. Ready to donate after 10-00 pm?
(Specific time if it is even earlier)
8. Committed to any other Blood Donation
Org. (Name of the Org.)
9. Signature
Suggestion from any member is welcome.

21ST FEBRUARY BLOOD
DONATION PROGRAM
The Blood Donation Program that ORCA
arranged on 21st February on the
‘International Mother Language Day’ was a
public function for ORCA after a long
interval. The venue was Dhaka University
Campus, opposite to TSC and in front of

west gate of Shuhrawardi Uddyan. Red
Crescent Society was associated with ORCA
in the program.
One hundred and sixty nine (169) blood
donors donated blood on the day. Three
more organization organized blood doantion
program on the day but no organization’s
collection was nearer to ORCA. Apart from
that huge number of people has physically

than the requirements. Keeping this view in
mind ORCA took the gracious step of
establishing a mobile blood bank to help the
suffering people in the name of ORCA Blood
for Life (OBL). To raise fund for the same
ORCA organized a live concert at Army
stadium in collaboration with Pepsi. A
committee was formed to arrange the
program smoothly. All the ORCA members
took lots of pain to make the
venture a success and without any
doubt the venture was a huge
success. ORCA achieved much
more money than the expectation.
Five of the leading band groups of
the country performed in the
concert. The stadium was jampacked! A group of students of
Bangladesh institute and dental
technology came to enjoy the
concert with long

ARMY CHIEF
DONATES BLOOD
Army chief Lt. General Harun-ur-Rashid BP
RCDS Psc was present as the chief guest
and donated blood in the blood donation
program arranged by ORCA at the venue in
the day of ORCA concert. This was for the
first time an Army Chief had donated blood.
Besides some ORCA members and a lot of
people donated blood. On the same day
Iftekhar Ahmad Itu (11/638) donated blood
for the 50th time.
Major General Ahsan N. Amin NDC, PSC,
C.G.S, Bangladesh Army and Mr. Latifur
Rahman, Chairman Transcom Group were
present as special guest on the ocassion.

ANNUAL DOA & IFTAR
The Annual Doa and Iftar for the year 2000

live orca blood for
life written band on
An ORCA member is donating blood on 21st february their forhead. A
blood
donation
blood donation
program
was
also
visited the program premises and appreciated
arranged on the same day.
the noble program of ORCA. The program
According to some sources this
continued from 9am to 9pm. A large number
was the most successful concert
of student members were present from
ever in the history of
opening till closing. Everybody was highly
Bangladesh. The ORCA army
delighted to be the part of such a successful
members specially Aminul
program and gathered new enthusiasm to
Islam (4/204), Aminul Hasan
organize blood donation program in different
(8/414), Baquee (13/724), and
organization frequently. This program has
Jahangir (13/728) worked hard
brightened the image of ORCA and ended
Army chief making his way to the ORCA blood
to arrange the Army stadium
with full satisfaction. Now very popular
donation tent to donate blood
free
of
cost
for
ORCA.
Tariq
private channel E-TV covered this program
were held on 8th December at White Hall
Abul Ala (3/133), Alamgir (11/580) and
in their news at 7:30 and 11:15 PM. ORCA
community center. Almost two hundreds of
Imroz (11/629) were the pioneer to get the
is grateful to Mr. Kalimullah, Asstt. Proctor
ORCA members and bhabies were present in
Pepsi sponsorship. Mahtab (3/129), Moni
of D.U., Journalist Shakil Ahmed and few
the function. A general meeting followed the
(21/1149),
Abu
(21/1167),
Mamun
students of Management Dept. of D.U.
Doa and Iftar. Important ORCA matters
(26/1423) and Shahriar (30/1604) were
Dr. Mujibu000ddin Ahmed (8/430), Tariq
were discussed in the general meeting
responsible
for
budget
and
account
Rijvee (23/1268) and Sharif (26/1413),
including buying of assets for ORCA.
including the massive task of Ticket
Community Development Services Secretary
Monwar (21/1158) was the coordinator of
distribution
and
sale
proceeds.
In
this
regard
were the program coordinators.
this program. He arranged the program
an account closing report has already been
successfuly with his helping hands, specially
submitted.
The
sponsor
Pepsi
and
last
but
not
ORCA LIVE CONCERT 2001
a group of 30th Batch members were very
the least the tireless ORCA members who
30th March 2001, it was the day that is surely
active in this program. Annual Qirat
brought this challenging task into reality with
going to be one of the most memorable days
competition of next generation (ORCA kids)
their toothbiting effort deserve special
of ORCA history. None of the programs of
was also held for the first time. The owner of
thanks.
ORCA is less important than the another, but
White Hall Community Center Mr. Zakir
ORCA arranged a discussion meeting for the
the concert that was held on the day is so far
rd
Hossain were present at the occassion and
concert
purpose
on
23
March
at
Planning
the first program that includes a commitment
committed discount for ORCA and ORCA
and development academy auditorium. Many
towards the general people of the country.
members. Thanks to Iftekhar Ahmed (11/638)
aspects
were
discussed
and
important
Blood is always been a crying need of the
for arranging the fine community center for
decisions were taken regarding concert on
people of our country as the amount of
ORCA on discount rate.
the
day.
supplied blood for the patients are much less

Some clips from the concert.

INTER HOUSE CRICKET
COMPETITION 2000
Inter house Cricket competition for the year
of 2000 was held on 24th November at
Banani WAPDA colony cricket ground. The
day was full of excitement and enthusiasm as
like the other years. 11th batch sponsored the
program. The competition was of great
contest. Tariq House could achieve the glory
of becoming champion in the competition for
the second time while Khalid House house
became runner up. Razeev of 30th batch
became the best player in the competition for
his outstanding performance in both bowling
and batting. After the competition our Exteacher Mr. Fazlul Qader and ORCA
president M. Siddiqur Rahman distributed
prizes among the winners. Thanks to Mr.
Golam Faruk Suru Ex-national cricketer and
Mr. Emran for taking the pain of umpiring.
Besides cricket competition lots of fun and
games were their for Bhabis and Children.
11th Batch arranged prize for all the events
and thanks to them for the commitment to
continue sponsoring the Inter House
Cricket Competition every year.

INDOOR GAMES &
CULTURAL COMPETITION
The indoor games competition for this year
brought great pleasure and enjoyment for
ORCA members and the families. Like the
other years, this year also there were three
groups of competitiors, for ORCA members,
for bhabies and for ORCA kids. The
competition was held from 6th September to
8th September.
The
indoor games
competitions were held on 6th and 7th at
Banani Roads and Highways Officers club
and the prize giving ceremony was held on
8th at Planning & Development Academy. At
the same time the cultural competition for
next generation and a blood donation
program was also organised on the day. The
program was a very successful one.
Gratefully do we acknowledge that 6th batch
sponsored the program. Mamun (26/1423)
and Shariful Islam (26/1413) and Atique
(28/1508) Games & Entertainment Secretary
of ORCA, were the co-ordirators of the
program.
The result of the competitions:
Indoor Games
Chess:
Champion: Akikul Hasan (27/1460)
Runnerup: M. K. Rashed (27/1480)
Table Tennis: Singles
Champion: Inam (Bablu) (7/349)
Runnerup: Noor (15/850)
Doubles:
Champion: Moinur
(30/1616) &
Arafat
(30/1626)
Runnerup: Noor (15/850) & Monsur (28/1501)

Bray:
Champion: Ashraf (27/1444)
Runnerup: Siddiq (2/53)
Bridge (Doubles):
Champion: Firoz .(27/1464) & Ashiq (27/1466)
Runnerup: Hannan (15/847) &. Yahia (28/1514)
Carrom (Single):
Champion: Moinur (30/1616)
Runnerup: Shahriar (26/1416)
Carrom (Doubles):
Champion: Shahriar (26/1416) & . Kamal
(26/1414)
Runnerup: Ashiq (27/1466) & Firoz . (27/1464)
Cultural Competition:
A group: Song (Folk/Rabindra Sangeet/Najrul
Sangeet)1st: Tanzeen Amin Deea
D/O: Aminul Haque Chow. (8/415)
2nd: Nooroj Jahan Tanjina
D/O: Shah Jakaria (1/33)
3rd: Maisha
D/O: Enamul Haq Khan (Bablu) (7/349)
B group: Song (Folk/Rabindra Sangeet/Najrul
Sangeet)1st: Tonima
D/O:ABM Tayeful Islam (7/332)
2nd: Ridi
D/O: Aminul Haque Chow. (8/415)
3rd: Tropa
D/O: Lt. Col. ABM Tayeful Islam (7/332)
A group: Modern Song:
1st: Tanzeen Amin Deea
D/O: Aminul Haque Chow. (8/415)
2nd: Maisha
D/O: Enamul Haq Khan (Bablu) (7/349)
B group: Modern Song:
1st: Tonima
D/O: ABM Tayeful Islam (7/332)
2nd: Ridi
D/O: Aminul Haque Chow. (8/415)
A group: Drawing:
1st: Alif Rian
D/O: Saiful Islam (10/576)
2nd: Shahrina Haider
D/O: Sufi Haider Zulfiqur Rahman (5/245)
3rd: Raisa Zerin
D/O: A.K.M. Rafiqul Islam (5/242)
B group: Drawing:
1st: Sabrina Haider
D/O: Sufi Haider Zulfiqur Rahman (5/245)
2nd: Anika Sultana Ayub
D/O: Saleh Md. Ayub Jinnah (9/459)
3rd: Tanim
D/O: Shahabuddin Ahmed (3/140)
Song: (ORCA Bhabis)
1st: Mrs. Saif (10/576)
Recitation: (ORCA Bhabis)
1st: Mrs. Nazbul Hannan Kahan (21/1132)
2nd: Mrs. Saif (10/576)

RECEPTION OF 31ST BATCH
AND GENERAL MEETING

ORCA had a Get-together on 30th June 2000
at planning & Development Academy to
receive 31st batch and discuss ORCA
matters.
Around 350 ORCA members. Bhabis and
children participated the Get-together. On
30th June we felt that planning and
Development Academy Auditorium was too
small for ORCA.
The program started at 5-15 P.M. with Blood
donation program. This was 83rd Blood
donation program organised by ORCA. It is
once again a pride for ORCA that the blood
donation program got wide Media coverage.
Side by side the carrier Counseling of newly
passed out 31st Batch started at 6 P.M.
ORCA
president
Siddiqur
Rahman
conducted this phase.
The speakers of this carrier counselling were
Brigadier General Hafiz (6/304) Major Nasir
(14/784)
from
Bangladesh
Army,
Commander Mohammad Ali Khan (7/339)
from Navy, Sq Leader Mahmudunnabi
(16/885) from Air Force, Dr. Ahsanul Kabir
(2/36) of B.U.E.T., Doctor Saiful Alam
(4/142) from Medical Profession. After the
carrier counselling the formal reception of
31st Batch started. The new dimension of
this program was Mrs. Mahmudi Khanam
(Mrs. Mehmood (8/422)) took the
responsibility of
conducting the whole
program.
Omar, spoke on behalf of 31st Batch. Along
With the reception of 31st Batch ORCA gave
reception to newly Married Couple (Married
after July 1999). This is also a new program.
ORCA started it especially to encourage
Bhabis. At the same time gifts were
distributed among Blood donors. After this
session President ORCA presided over a
very important Special General Meeting .
The General Meeting was to decide whether
to join or not the convention/Confederation
of Ex-cadets’ Association. This was a very
important issue for ORCA. Before the G. M.
ORCA invited the opinion of the members.
ORCA president Siddiqur Rahman at his
opening speech stated the advantages and
disadvantages of joining. He read out the
proposals regarding the Convention and the
mails at his hand received from E-mail circle.
Most of the participating members of E-mail
circle disagreed to join the convention. Then
the president invited the members to give
their views. The discussion lingered up to
10-30.
The members participated in the discussion
were Major (Rtd.) Taneem Hasan (1/18),
Major Shah Zakaria (1/33), Dr. Ahsanul
Kabir (2/36) Advocate Haider (3/99), Major
Mahtab (3/129), Yaweer Sayeed (7/334),
Azizur Rahman Mintoo (8/439), Major Naser
(14/784), Major Bayezid (14/792), Rafiq

(15/827), Nazbul (21/1132), Abu (21/1167),
Rizvi (23/1268), Iqbal (24/1309).
All the members stressed on the unity and
greater interest of ORCA family. Those who
were in favor of joining they said about the
globalization and synergy. Those who were
not in favour of joining they stressed on the
growing activities of ORCA. Concentrating
the human and financial resource to mobilise
ORCA activities. Especially in next two
years ORCA has few specific goals to be
achieved like having a property of its own,
Finding out the distressed ORCA members
and work for their well beings, start the
project 'ORCA Blood for Life'. They also
said we could join after our immediate goals
are achieved.
After threadbare discussion President ORCA
went for voting and invited senior V.P.
Advocate Quamrul (3/139) to conduct the
voting.
At this stage Shah Alam Selim (9/494) one
of the very active member of ORCA raised a
point that ORCA if decided to not join the
convention then ORCA should join as
observer with very limited participation to go
through the scenario. Major (Rtd.) Hasnat
(9/477) and Haider (24/1311) supported this
view. Then president ORCA said this issue
should also decided by the vote of members
present in the General Meeting. Then
Quamrul (3/139) raised two issues for
voting.
One is 'whether ORCA should join the
convention as observer or not. Another is
whether ORCA should join the convention
or not'. The General Meeting in both the
cases decided not to join the convention in
general or as observer.
The Meeting hopes the success of the noble
goals of the convention and at the same time
concentrating at this moment in ORCA
activities with its Motto 'let all of us prosper
together'.
After the General.Meeting and dinner the
Band Group of 31st Batch presented a
cultural show.
8th Batch presented all participating ORCA
Members a wonderful key ring. Selim
(9/494) contributed two hundred ORCA
vests to be sold in the Get-together and the
raised amount should go ORCA Benevolent
Fund. The print of ORCA logo on the vests
was very nice that time. Thanks to 8th Batch
for sponsoring the whole program at the
same time we recollect that this 8th Batch
sponsored the supplement of Re-union'97
and a Get-together in November' 97. We
hope the encouraging participation of 30th
June2000 Get-together would continue.

FEELINGS OF 31ST BATCH
AFTER THE RECEPTION

On 30th June 2000, we became the members
of ORCA the organization that binds every
cadet of R.C.C. with heartstring. After
passing six years with friendship and fellow
feeling in the Cadet College, that was the
time to look forward. But the feelings we
cherished in our mind did not allow us to go
a far from each other as well as from the
great affection of senior shahi cadets, whom
we always call Bhai, dear brother. The
spontaneous participation of our senior
brothers in the reception proved the feeling
mentioned above. When we were cadets, we
found ORCA happy at our glory and
disappointed at the time of disgrace. And that
day was the time to enter the greater arena of
ORCA. It was no doubt, different feelings.
We, the cadets of 31th batch, are really
grateful to ORCA to give us such a glorious
and memorable reception. The affection
showed by our “Bhai’s has influenced us to
have all the responsibilities as a proud
member of ORCA and taught us to believe in
the motto “let all of us prosper together’.

president engineer Siddiqur Rahman
distributed prizes among the winners. After
lots of enjoyment we started back for Dhaka
at 6 pm.
Abu Ahmed Ferdous (21/1167) was the
coordinator of this Picnic. A number of
junior ORCA members helped him a lot to
make the picnic successful. Thanks a lot to
Zakir (16/881) Amirul (15/849) posted at
Rajenrdapur cantt. for their all out support to
arrange the spot & making the picnic easier.
We also thank Mirza Manjur Quader (8/405)
and Rouf (13/742) of Rajendrapur Cantt. for
their kind supervision.
The owner Mrs. Akram of the private spot
was invited as a guest at the picnic. She was
happy to be with ORCA and committed to
help ORCA for the coming days. 9th Batch
had been kind enough to contribute for the
short fall of this picnic expenditure.

ORCA PALLI AND
ITS OPENING

All of us know that during the devastating
flood of 1998 ORCA tried its level best to be
with the flood affected people. Even after the
flood ORCA participated in post flood
PICNIC
rehabilitation activities in Kurigram,
ORCA picnic is always an eagerly awaited
Chapainababganj and arround Rajshahi
program. The picnic for the year 2001 was
Cadet College Area. As a part of it ORCA
held on February 2nd at a picnic spot of
bought more than three bighas of land just
Rajendrapur. The convoy of two buses, one
after crossing R.C.C. on the way from P.T.C.
truck and with few private cars we started for
Gool Chokkor 30 brick houses has been built
the picnic spot at 9 am and reached there at
therefor the homeless of Mokterpur and
about 10.30 am. After breakfast the inter
Yusufpur. Now the place is popular as
house Volleyball competition was held.
ORCA Palli. Total cost of the project is
Tariq house became Champion and Khalid
around tk fifteen lakhs.
house became runner up. Meanwhile bhabies
ORCA fixed 18th February ‘2000 to formally
started sewing ORCA logo on handkerchiefs.
open the palli and Ex-cheif Justice Latifur
The lunch started at 1.30 pm. After lunch
Rahman agreed to grace the occassion as
cheif guest. But unfortunately
due to the failure of Bangladesh
Biman Justice Latifur Rahman
failed to reach R.C.C. Arranging
chance ticket ORCA president
Siddiqur Rahman manage to be
present at the Palli. After Asar
prayer professor Abdus Quddus,
Principal Rajshahi Cadet College
and ORCA president formally
handed over the lease deed of the
house to the home less. Around
20 ORCA members from Dhaka
went to attend the occasion.
Members of ORCA Rajshahi
chapter were present with full
a group of delightful orca kids in the picnik.
enthutiasm on the day. Among
many competitions were held for the exothers Samsur Rahman Polin (10/534)
cadets and Bhabies. Raffle draw started at
president and Monjur Farooq Chowdhury
4.30pm. The same day was also the birthday
were present there. Faculty members and
of son of Raqib (14/789). Raqib entertained
senior most batch of R.C.C. and local elites
everybody with cake At 5 pm ORCA

were also present at the historical moments
of ORCA.
ORCA is especially grateful to professor
Abdul Quddus Ex-principal of R.C.C. and
Major Niamul for their sincere care for
ORCA Village. ORCA Rajshahi chapter
mainly supervised the construction work of
this project.
ORCA members and well-wishers of ORCA
contributed for the overall flood relief
operation and post flood rehabilitation. A
large amount of contribution for post flood
rehabilitation came from Muslim’s from
Boston Area organized by Abdul Hamid
(1/1), Mahmudur Rahman (3/80) and some
other overseas members also contributed for
these activities. At present thirty families is
residing in ORCA Palli. It has become an
example in sardah. Now ORCA is entrusted
with an added responsibility to look after the
families.

LOKMAN HOSSAIN SRITI
GOLD MEDAL

A function was arranged in R.C.C. on 26th
January 2001 to distribute Lokman Hossain
Gold Medal among the brilliant result
holders of S.S.C. Major Azizul Hakim
(14/763) sponsored the prize on the memory
of his late father to inspire the R.C.C. boys.
The same day was the Annual prize giving
ceremony of R.C.C. and last day of Inter
House Athletic Competition.
Air Chief Air Vice Marshal Jamaluddin
Ahmed, was the chief guest. Professor Abdul
Quddus, Principal R.C.C. Group Captain
Towhid (1/6) and Major Azizul Hakim
(14/763) spoke on the occasion.
The chief guest and elder brother of Azizul
Hakim Dr. Fazle Hakim distributed the gifts.
The gift were gold Medals. Azizul Hakim
will also give Gold Medals for the cadets
those who were within 10 in H.S.C. exam
2000. We congratulate him for such
inspiration.

LET US CONTINUE TO BE
WITH THE NOBLE CAUSES
OF ORCA
ORCA has decided in a general meeting to
trace out the distressed members and help
them to be established.The cherished motto
of ORCA ‘Let all of us prosper together’
inspired us to do this. Already in response to
the appeal of ORCA President we have
received some fund. But the problem is, this
is not always easy to find out the members in
critical hardship. So our kind request to all
ORCA members to find our brothers in
critical hardship and how can he be helped to
overcome. We must gratefully acknowledge
that some ORCA members have contributed
for the treatment expenses of little Navid, the

son of a very active ORCA member Parvez
Kabir of 6th Batch.
From long before ORCA is continuing
scholarship
for
its
needy
student
members.Till today except few exception this
fund is running with the contribution of
generous members we need around Tk.
90,000/= every year to distribute scholarship.
For last days there was sufficient fund to
disburse scholarship.But at this moment
ORCA scholarship fund is nearly emptly. We
only have the commitment of Dipok (6/280),
Shibly (6/284), Kamal (13/717) and an
anonymous member. So we need more funds
for scholarship. We hope at today’s stage of
ORCA members this will not be a problem to
continue the noble venture. So, we request
all members to come forward for our younger
brothers who are waiting for ORCA’S
assistance to continue the study smoothly. At
the same time if you know any student
member is in real problem, please inform
ORCA scholarship committee immediately.
Day by day the ratio of working members is
increasing in ORCA and they are
establishing themselves in their profession.
Because of fellow feelings they are cooperating members to get job. We have to
increase the co-operation and ensure that no
eligible and sincere ORCA member is in
problem of getting a job.

ORCA PROPERTY
PURCHASE
ORCA is trying to purchase a permanent
space. In ORCA Picnic 2000 coordinated a
fund-raising session for ORCA property was
coordinated.
Following commitments were made on the
day and after that
M. Taneem Hasan (1/18): Tk. 1,00,000
(For the time being),
Zahid Hasan Khan (2/45): Tk. 10,000Kazi
Galive A-Sattar (2/52)Tk. 10,000, Talebul
Mowla Chowdhury (2/58) Tk. 10,000, TariqAbul-Ala (3/133)Tk. 50,000, Firoz Ahmed
Quraishi
(4/148)
Tk.50,000,A.S.M.
Shamsuzzaman
(4/171)
Tk.
50,000,
Anonymous Tk. 1,00,000, N.E.A. Shibly
(6/284) Tk. 1,00,000, Sanaul Haque (6/300)
Amount to be confirmed later on.,Shakil
Akhter (7/333) Tk. 1,00,000, Inamul Haq
Khan (7/349) Tk. 50,000, Aminul Haq
Chowdhury (8/415)Tk. 10,000, Shah Alam
Selim (9/494) Tk. 50,000, Quaji Fazle
Alamgir (11/580) Tk. 50,000, S.M.A. Sufian
Mahmud (11/632) Tk. 50,000, Shah Ahmed
Ali (11/635) Tk. 80,000, Aynul Haq
(13/733) Amount to be confirmed later on,
(2/52, 2/58, 4/148, 4/171, 8/415 have already
cleared their commitment and 11/580 and
11/635
has
partialy fulfilled
their

commitment. remaining members
contribute very soon Inshallah)

will

Monthly contribution for ORCA:
Taneem Hasan (1/18): Tk 1000.
TalebulMowlaChowdhury(2/58):Tk1000
Rezaul
Hasan
(3/101):Tk
500.

LIST OF

LIFE TIME SUBSCRIBERS
OF ORCA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

Shaikh Abdul Hamid (1/1)
Md. Habibul Islam (1/2)
Sadequl Islam (1/4)
Shah Alam (1/16)
M. Taneem Hassan (1/18)
Amir Hossain (1/20)
Mirza Akhter Masud (1/31)
Shah Zakaria (1/33)
Anisur Rahman (2/40)
Abdul Moyeed (2/42)
Zahid Hasan Khan (2/45)
Sadirul Islam (2/47)
Habib Siddique (2/48)
Kazi Galib A. Sattar (2/52)
M Siddiqur Rahman (2/53)
Anwarul Haque (2/55)
M Talebul Mowla Chowdhury (2/58)
Salehuddin Ahmed (2/67)
Mohammod Ashraful Haque(3/79)
Mahmudur Rahman(3/80)
A N M Waheeduzzaman (3/84)
Abu Mohammod Ismat(3/86)
Mahbubur Rahman (3/94)
Hasan Jamal Md. Kamal (3/98)
Mirza Hussain Haider (3/99)
A B M Rezaul Hasan (3/101)
Aminul Islam (3/109)
Kh. Abu Hannan (3/112)
A M Mahtabur Rahman (3/129)
Tariq Abul Ala (3/133)
Monjurul Haque (3/135)
Mirza Quamrul Hasan (3/139)
Firoz Ahamed Quraishi (4/148)
Aminul Islam (4/150)
Golam Sarwar (4/151)
Mizanur Rahman (4/152)
Zakiul Islam Farooqi(4/158)
A S M Shamsuzzaman (4/171)
Saidul Ahsan Rial (4/195)
Rafique Rameez (4/198)
Md. Alamgir (5/218)
Abdul Quayyum (5/219)
Saifullah Hashem (5/221)
Rafiqul Islam (5/242)
Zahidus Salam Dipok (6/280)
N E A Shibly (6/284)
Mustaque Ahmed (6/295)
Sanaul Haque (6/300)
Salim Akhter (6/307)
S M Shakil Akhter (7/333)
Yawer Sayeed (7/334)
S M Iskander Farooq (7/345)
Inamul Haq Khan (7/349)
Sanwar Dito (7/359)
Rafiquzzaman (7/369)
Md. Aminul Haq Chow. (8/415)
S. Rashid Ahmed Azad (8/416)
Shah Alam Ataul Monayem (8/425)
Saleh Md. Ayub Zinnah (9/459)
Jashim Uddin Ahmed (9/461)
Enamul Haque Khokon(9/464)
Habibur Rahman (9/475)
Yameen Farooq(9/489)

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

Md. Alamgir(9/491)
Shah Alam (9/494)
Abu Md. Fajle Rashid (10/528)
Akhter Ahmed Chowdhury (10/548)
Shakhawat Hossain (10/553)
Mostafizur Rahman (10/554)
Sharif Masudul Haq (10/557)
Md. Shohail Moosa (10/559)
Habibur Rahman (10/568)
M Saiful Islam (10/576)
Khan Hasan Iqbal (10/579)
Quazi Fazle Alamgir (11/580)
Abu Sufian Mahmud (11/632)
Shah Ahmed Ali (11/635)
Humayun Kabir (12/ 654)
Ruhul Islam (12/688)
Md. Abdul Moqaddem (13/711)
Md. Mamdudur Rashid (14/755)
Mir Masud Kabir (14/765)
Mohsin Ahmed (Mukul) (14/776)
Md. Niamul Basir (14/790)
Firoz Mainul Haque (14/806)
A K M Abdul Aziz Shiblee (15/814)
K M Iftekhar Ahmed (15/817)
Mostafa Al Mamun (15/821)
Sohail Rana (15/825)
A F M Jahangir Alam (15/845)
A H M Delwar Hossain (15/847)
Noor Md. Mahbubul Haq (15/850)
Syed Masudul Hasan (16/875)
Nasim Haider (16/893)
Hasan Mahbub Kajal (16/907)
Mahfuzul Islam (19/1056)
Nazmul Huda Mehedi (19/1067)
Md. Masud Parvez (23/1256)
Masud Akhter (24/1289)

ON THE WAY TO LTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Mahfuzul Haque (1/29)
Enamul Islam (6/271)
Ziaul Islam (6/291)
Abul Barkat (6/306)
Afroz Andalib (6/313)
Shafiul Alam (9/447)
Jahangir Alam (12/666)
Md. Samsur Rahman (14/762)
Hashem ahmed(14/768)
Md. Azfar Iman (14/777)
Fateh Alam Ibne Tabib (14/779)
Md. Shahidul Islam (14/782)
Md. Mohibur Rahman (14/785)
Md. Aftabul Islam (14/788)
Md. Bayezid Sarwar (14/792)
Md. Rabiul Alam (14/795)
A N M Toha (14/800)
Abdullah Al Mamun (14/801)
Md. Sazzadul Haq (14/810)
Md. Fazle Rabbi (14/813)
Rakib Ibne Habib (15/823)
A K M Musa (15/826)
Aminul Islam (15/831)
Abdur Rahman (15/833)
Khan Md. Salah Uddin (15/834)
Masud Mostafa Mehdi (15/837)
Aminul Islam (15/849)

28.
29.
30.
31.

Md. Abdul Mukim Sarker(15/854)
Kazi Md. Hossain (15/856)
Md. Bazlur Rashid (15/858)
Md. Mesbaul Alam (15/859)

COMMITTED FOR

LIFE TIME SUBSCRIBER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Aminul Islam Bhuiyan (1/258)
Ahsanul Kabir (2/36)
Mosharrof Hossain (2/37)
Abul Kalam Saiful Majid (2/41)
Syed Mosharrof Ali (2/50)
Khurshid (2/51)
Md. Masud Alam (2/56)
Lutfe S.M. Ayub (2/61)
Sayeed Eskander (2/63)
Chowdhury Md. Zafarullah (2/68)
Raihan Sharif (2/73)
Manish Dewan (2/74)
Humayun Kabir (3/77)
Khairul Alam (3/78)
Tazeem Hasan (3/88)
Zahidul Islam (3/89)
Mirza Monirul Hasan (3/96)
Sufi Hussain Zulfiqar Rahman (3/103)
Md. Ehsanullah (3/108)
Md. Saiful Islam (3/119)
A.H.M Monwar Hossain (3/25)
A.H.M Abdul Hamid (3/127)
Rezaul Ekram (3/134)
Saiful Alam (4/142)
Md. Tawhid Hossain (4/144)
Md. Aminul Karim (4/149)
Mahboob Ali (4/159)
Rezaul Haque (4/165)
Abul Hasnat Fuad (4/174)
AKM Ulfat Hossain (4/191)
Halimur Rashid Khan (5/216)
Humayun Kabir (5/226)
Farooq Ahmed (5/246)
Akhter Hossain (5/256)
MM Asaduzzaman (6/270)
Md. Zahurul Islam (6/274)
Md. Enayet Karim (6/276)
Md. Sharif Uddin (6/279)
Shabbir Sultan (6/286)
Parvez Kabir (6/292)
Borhanul Huda Biddut (6/293)
Md. Safiqul Islam (6/298)
Ferdous Hossain (6/299)
Humayun Kabir (6/302)
Mahfuz Reza (6/303)
Abdul Hafiz (6/304)
Anis Ahmed Khan (6/305)
Abdur Rashid (6/308)
Mahbub Hossain (6/309)
AKM Zahiruddin (6/312)
Md. Aminul Islam Khan (6/315)
Monwarul Azim (6/317)
Md. Iqbal (6/318)
Md. Quamrul Hasan (6/319)
Akhtaruzzaman Khan (6/320)
Md. Mahfuzur Rahman (6/380)
Md. Golam Mostafa (7/329)
Md. Ali Khan (7/339)
Towhidul Islam (7/340)
Nazrul Hasan (7/351)

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

Mahfuzul Haq(7/354)
AZM Fazlur Rahman (7/362)
Mahmudul Haq (7/364)
Mahmood Ali (7/371)
A S S M Zahirul Haque (8/389)
M M Quamruzzaman (8/390)
Mostafa Kamal (8/395)
Motaharul Islam (8/398)
S M Hasan Iqbal (8/399)
Md. Alamgir Hossain (8/419)
Mehmood Hussain (8/422)
Habib Raisuddin Ahmed (8/428)
Md. Abdul Mannan khan (8/440)
Saad Md . Haider (9/455)
A M Golam Sarwar (9/468)
M A Azmiri (9/770)
Md. Shamsur Rahman (10/534)
Mustafizur Rahman (10/541)
Akhter Hamid (10/561)
Mofazzal Hossain (10/567)
Syed Saber Reza (10/572)
Anisul Haque Chowdhury (10/573)
Taimur Islam (10/577)
Md. Abdul Majid (11/586)
Mahbubur Rahman (11/590)
Waliul Maroof (11/592)
Md. Ashraf Hossain (11/597)
Md. Fazlul Bari (11/611)
Rabiul Alam (11/613)
Enamul Karim Nirjhar (11/617)
Shahid Samiul Alam (11/622)
Khaleduzzaman (11/625)
Sayeduzzaman (11/626)
Imroz Ahmed (11/629)
Abul Basar (11/636)
Iftekhar Ahmed (11/638)
Abdullah Al Mamun (11/641)
Md. Ashrafuzzaman (12/644)
Md. Nasimul Gani (12/645)

100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.

Azharul Karim Rumi (12/650)
Saiful Islam ((12/651)
Humayun Kabir ((12/654)
Javed Iqbal Khan ((12/655)
Mahboobul Alam ((12/657)
Md. Moniruzzaman ((12/658)
Abdus Sobhan ((12/662)
Saifur Rahman ((12/663)
Golam Awal ((12/664)
ATSA Siddique(12/665)
Ataur Rahman (12/671)
Saifur Rahman(12/672)
Mostafa Ataus Samad (12/677)
Md. Dabiur Rahman (12/680)
Shah Md. Ferdous (12/691)
Shah Nurul Quadir (12/694)
Ashraf Hussain (12/695)
Monzur Faruk Chowdhury (12/696)
Aurangajeb Mahboob (12/751)
AZM Al Mamun (13/701)
Yusuf Niaz (13/703)
Monwarul Haque(13/714)
AH Mostafa Kamal (13/717)
Jubayer Siddique (13/719)
Jahangir Kabir Talukdar (13/728)
Md. Aynul Haq (13/733)
JM Monwar Hussain (13/743)
Kamal Ahmed (13/748)
Irtezaur Rahman (13/749)
Ali Ahsan Mohboob (13/752)
Md. Aminur Rashid (14/764)
Md. Kamruzzaman (14/767)
Azmal Ahmed Rumiul Karim (14/774)
Md. Mamunur Rashid (14/794)
Md. Moktarul Wadud (14/796)
Mir Reazul Karim (14/799)
Md. Harisul Islam (15/820)
Md. Mesbahul Islam (15/830)
Md Arif (15/840)

139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
175.

Md. Ayub Ali (15/841)
Shah Sarwar Rashid (15/851)
Md. Shamim Akhter (15/857)
Abdul Monayem Khan (15/861)
Md. Mesbahul Islam (15/862)
Sohel Ahmed (16/886)
Hasinur Rasul (16/896)
Md. Shahabuddin Sarker (16/904)
Firoz Azam Siddique (16/905)
Md. Aftab Uddin (16/906)
Masud Rana (16/910)
Md. Ikramul Haque(17/924)
Rabbur Reza(17/937)
Naimul Akhter (17/949)
Sheikh Shamsher Ali (17/965)
Md. Zahiruddin Tariq (17/967)
Shahidul Islam (18/1020)
Saiful Islam (19/1027)
Ekhlas Uddin Ahmed (19/1035)
Imrez Chowdhury (19/1043)
Mamun Ur Rashid (19/1051)
A B M Yusuf Ali Khan (19/1057)
Abdur Rahim Shah Chow (19/1059)
Md. Masudur Rashid (19/1061)
Md. Suza Shariar (20/1078)
Md. Sayeed Hasan (20/1118)
Md. Naveed Ahmed (20/1121)
A S M Iftekharul Haq (21/1126)
Shah Md. Hamzah Chow. (21/1143)
Nasim Ahmed (21/1151)
Shahabuddin Ahmed (21/1157)
Masud Parvez (23/1256)

From the next span only the name of the
life time subscribers and newly
committed members’ will be published .

OUTSTANDING: Please clear off all your subscriptions or register yourself as LTS once for all to
avoid all the hassles of subscriptions year to year and thus strengthen ORCA to its forward march.

BATCH NEWS
1ST BATCH
>>
Abdul Hamid (1/1): The Ex-Genaral Secretary
of ORCA has performed Hajj This Year.
Thanks for all of your contributions for ORCA.
Md. Habibul Islam (1/2): Is now the Director
of Jamuna Textile. He is very successful in his
business. ORCA is yet to receive tax of his
excellent six storied building.
Md. Monwar Hossain (1/9): has come back to
Bangladesh after long forteen year’s service in
Oman as Telecom. Engineer. He was declared
the best engineer among the ex patriots. Now he
is the director of B.T&T.B.
Shah Alam (1/16): Has joined back at his
original job, Professor Dept. of Law,
Chittagong University. He was the member of
Law commission.
Taneem Hasan(1/18):is going to get

a big project at Pakshi bridge. ORCA members
are getting job opportunities in his organization,
‘Blue Star Services Limited.’ Thanks for your
monthly contribution for ORCA expenditure.
Amir Hossain (1/20): Yes, he has become the
first grand father of ORCA and already
celebrated the 1st birthday of his grandson.
Mahfuzul Haq (1/29): Has been promoted to
Deputy Secretary. He is now posted at
Establishment Ministry.
Shah Zakaria (1/33): Retired from Bangladesh
Army. He has already started constructing his
multistoried building at D.O.H.S. ORCA is still
waiting for Misti.
Aminul Islam Bhuiyan (1/258): Is now
Deputy Secretary E.R.D. Congratulation.
2ND BATCH

>>

Abdul Moyeed(2/42): ex president of ORCA
and member of ORCA trustee board has once
again performed Hajj like the past years. We do
not exactly know how many Hajjes he has
already performed. The door of his Pride group
is always open for ORCA members.
Siddiqur Rahman (2/53): the tireless president
of ORCA has started developing a multi storied
Building at Uttara. At present his construction
work is going on all around the country.
Anwarul Haq (2/55): has left Bio Products
Laboratory on 9th March 2001 after along time.
He has recently joined in Jacobs International
which is an International Company. Thanks for
your inspiration for ORCA.
Muhammod Talebul Mowla Chowdhury
(2/58): The ex-Secretary General of ORCA has
started his Kabab house Bar-B-Q at Road no-27
(old), Dhanmondi. By this time it has become

the most famous Kabab house in Dhaka. ORCA
members are enjoying 10% commission. Let us
hope for more and more prospect of Bar-B-Q
and more commissions for ORCA members.
Thanks For your monthly contribution .
M.A. Qaiser(2/65): recently lost his mother.
Innalillah.......rajeun. May Allah (SWT) grant
eternal peace of his mother.
Hedayetullah Khan (2/138): promoted to the
post of Deputy Chief Architect of PWD. He is
now posted in the housing and settlement
directorate. Congratulation.
Selim Chowdhury(2/327): recently joined as
Managing Director (country head) of Group-4,
world renouned security company operating
globally.
3RD BATCH
>>
Humayun kabir (3/77): Has been promoted to
General Manager. After returning he will join
in Agrani Bank. Now he is in USA as branch
chief of Sonali bank. Thank you very much for
your continuous support for ORCA directory.
Khairul Alam (3/78): Now in Dhaka from
Chittagong. He is going to Iraq (U.N. peace
Keeping force) within one month. His daughter
is sick. Treatment is going on in UK. Let all of
us pray for her.
Ashraful
Haque(3/79):
the
Associate
Professor of North South University is going
back to USA. Recently he visited RCC.
Mahmudur
Rahman
(3/80):
visited
Bangladesh recently. Thanks a lot for your
continuous contribution for ORCA.
Syed Jaglul Ali (3/81): sponsored a get
together of third batch at his residence.
Waheeduzzaman (3/84): Has been declared
distinguish teacher in his University in Texas
for the second time.
Mahboob (3/94): has performed Hajj this year.
Kh. Abu Hannan (3/112): Sponsored a Get
together of 3rd batch at Quamrul’s residence.
Md. Shaiful Islam (3/119): The ex treasurer of
ORCA came to Dhaka from Australia and
returned back on 26th April. Shaiful is working
under Federal Government, Australia.
Monwar(3/125): had a minor operation in his
eye. Let all of us pray for him.
Tariq Abul Ala (3/133): left Quasem group
and joined Union Textile as director.
Monjurul Haque(3/135): day by day his
organization Org-Marg-Quest is growing
rapidly and ORCA members are getting scope
to join here.
Awal(3/381): Is now in Dhaka from U.S.A. He
will stay at Kakrail Masjid for 3 months.
4TH BATCH
>>
Towhid (4/144): has joined Bangladesh
mission at Kolkata as
Deputy High
Commissioner. He was Director General in the
foreign ministry and helped ORCA members a
lot. We are sure Bhabi will have to prepare
meal(s) for his friends during their visits of
KOLKATA

Feroz A. Quraishi (4/148): In deed a busy
doctor at Bogra !! He is an associated professor
of Dhaka Medical College. But why Bhabi
should not be joining 4th batch Get Together
during week ends (Fridays) !
Aminul Karim(4/149) The Brigadier General
is doing his NDC course.
Aminul Islam (4/150) The Captain is back
ashore.
Omar(4/157) Away from home and alone at
Motlob ICDDRB.
Zakiul(4/158)He has co-ordially invited his
batch mates to visit Lalmonirhat. Great friend !
Only Batchmates?
Mahbub(4/159) To try & get him to join in a
batch get together, means an
heart attack !!
Zaman(4/171): Very soon he & Siddique Bhai
is expected to set sail
with construction of the new apartment project,
basically meant for ORCA members.
Musharraf(4/173) - He is now with a bigger
bank. ANZ plus Standard Chartered, BIG
indeed !!
Duke (4/174): the architect has been
transferred to RAJUK recently.
Ferdous(4/177) We find him very encouraging,
never missing any ORCA. Gathering!!
Mojumder(4/180) Very recently, he had an
attack of fever. This time it
was not DENGU.
Ulfat(4/191): The OGDEN electricity man !
We need your help so much !
Dilir(4/193): Full speed ahead with his new
business ventures
Mohammed Ahsan Rial (4/195): Recently
visited Bangladesh for few days.
Mollah(4/199)A proud father in deed !! His son
has been admitted to IIT.
Ferdous(4/200) The Brigadier General is in
town and doing his NDC course. Bhabi proved
to be a great cook during a recent 4th batch Get
together at their cantonment residence.
Aminul Islam(4/204) Thank you very much for
your great support during ORCA concert at
army stadium
5TH BATCH
>>
Mamunur
Rahman(5/267):
has
been
promoted to Lt. Colonel. The doctor is now in
the Cardiology department of Dhaka CMH.
Laique Ahmed(5/214): Ex convenor of ORCA
medical service has been posted to Rangpur
Medical College. Bhabi is also posted there.
Alamgir(5/218): recently visited Bangladesh.
He didn’t forget to visit ORCA office. In
ORCA office he was very scared about Adis
mosquito. Once again thanks for your
computers at RCC.
Saifullah Hashem(5/221): recently faced Heart
attack. By the grace of almighty he is now
recovering. Let all of us pray for him.
Shamim Shakoor(5/222): recently joined
North south University as professor of
economics. He was in Maassy University of
New Zealand.

Humaun Kabir(5/226): the active member of
ORCA is now suffering from spondilysis
problem. We hope and pray for his early
recovery. Bhabi is regularly donating blood in
ORCA programs.
Rafiqul Islam (5/242): now in Pakistan on a
three months training. Hope fully he is going to
be promoted to Addl. Post Master General.
Thanks for your support for faster letter postage
of ORCA.
Farooq Ahmed (5/246): is now posted at
Mymenshing cantt. as station commander. He
came to attend the ORCA picnic from there at
Rajendropur and also ORCA concert along with
bhabi. We are inspired by your sense of
participation and we still remember your
excellent support during relief operation in
1998.
Akhter Husain(5/256): Ex joint secretary of
ORCA has come back to Bangladesh and once
again joined at Dhaka University. He is
Associate Professor of Deptt. of Public
Administration. Thanks for your initiative to
organize a blood donation program at your
department.
6TH BATCH
>>
Md. Enayet Karim (6/276): is passing through
a very busy schedule holding series of flag
meetings with BSF at Mymensingh Sector on
behalf of BDR. He is applying all his expertise
on negotiation to bring an end to the recent
sensitivity created at the Borders of Padua and
Raumari.
Md. Sharif Uddin(6/279): is in the Dark
Continent with the solemn mission of peace
keeping fighting out all the evil and darkness. If
any one would like to wish him good luck may
do so at his leisure time by giving a buzz at 1212-963-9588 extn 5802(w) or 5812 (r) or
dropping a few lines at sharifsr@hotmail.com.
N E A Shibly (6/284 ): has been elected as a
Director in the Boards of Director of British
Oxygen Company (BOC) Bangladesh Limited.
This might put a halt to his spree of changing
job for a little while!
Dr. Khalid Akhter (6/289): is trying very hard
to convince all his course
mates that he is a serious guy now with his new
venture of establishing the path lab and clinic.
Hope all the patients would understand that too!
Md Parvez Kabir (6/292): Sad enough, the
second son of who is around two and a half
years old has attracted a serious disease
‘leukemia’.He is undergoing treatment in
Australia and known to have been improving.
Sympathetic to this unexpected event of life
friends and well wishers have joined hands in
extending moral and other necessary supports to
Parvez. You may also do the same.
Shafiqul Islam (6/298): Foregoing the lush
greeneries of Staff College
is now
concentrating on the landscape of Mainamati.
Sanaul Hauqe (6/300):Being the Chief
Operating Officer (COO) of Mobil Bangladesh
Sanaul Hoque is concentrating more on facing
the challenge of improving market share. His

old expertise (applying mobil) has proved to be
very handy in this situation. No learning goes
waste!!
Humayun Kabir(6/302): is learnt to have
joined Col Enayet (6/276) temporarily at the
borders of Mymensingh to provide all the
assistance needed to diffuse the BDR-BSF
situation.
Abdul Hafiz (6/304): has joined BMA as the
Commandant. Some people don’t seem to forget
their favorite habits of teaching/leading cadets.
Dr Anis Ahmed Khan (6/305):Being bored
absolutely, has changed his
residential address to 43, Moana Street,
Rosedale, Invercargill, 9501, NewZealand, Tel
0064-03-2172224 (dr.anis.khan@xtra.co.nz)
Mahbub Hasan (6/309): has been assigned
with the responsibilities of his favorite job of
intelligence.
Kh Abdus Sami(6/311): has recently been
promoted as a Deputy Secretary. Another
serious Bangladeshi bureaucrat (amla) is in the
making.
7TH BATCH
>>
MD.Golam Mostafa (7/329):has joined
Immunization and Other Child Health Project
as Co-ordinator in Management Sciences for
health a Boston based Organization. He is the
focal person of Polio eradication program of
Dhaka City Corporation.
Tayeful Islam(7/332): has been promoted to
colonel. He is now posted to D.G.F.I.
Nazrul Hasan (Manik) (7/351): apart from his
regular posting in Bangladesh Army he is the
General Manager (Admin, Marketing &
Finance), Bangladesh Machine Tools Factory
Limited (an enterprise of Bangladesh Army).
AZM Fazlur Rahman (7/362): Is again back
to S.S.F. He was on a U.N. Mission in Kuwait.
TH

8 BATCH
>>
Zahirul Haque (8/389): performed Hajj this
year. He is the senior Assistant Secretary,
Deptt. of Law.
M M Quamruzzaman (Mukul) (8/390): Has
come to Bangladesh for one month from
Australia. He is the project Manager of British
Oxygen, Australia. Congratulations. ORCA
hopes a big contribution from you.
Mustafa Kamal (8/395): Is now posted at
Laximpur as A.D.C. Recently Bhai suffered
from an accident. Let all of us pray for Bhabi’s
early recovery. From Laxmipur he came to
attend the Inter-house cricket Match.
Motahar (8/398): Has started a shop ‘Her
Style’ at Masjid Market of Asadgate north of
Midnight sun. Specially Ladies can get fantastic
dresses from ‘Her Style’ Motahar have
announced 5% discount for ORCA members,
will the new business venture take the time of
Motahar which be was contributing for ORCA.
Hasan Iqbal (8/399): Has lost his mother on
3rd March 2001, she died at the age of 85.
Hasan Iqbal is working as D.G.M. of Navana
Ltd. and on the way to complete his M.B.A.

Thank’s a lot for your support for every
directory with the advertisement of Navana.
Moynul Haq (8/402): recently he went abroad
for a prestigious training. He is now associate
professor of department of Agronomy of
BSMR.
Mirza Monjur Qader (8/405): is now G.M.
(Production) Bangladesh Machine Tools
Factory Ltd. (An enterprise of Bangladesh
Army).
Shahiduzzaman Khan (8/409): Has completed
his house recently. ORCA can wait for Tax.
Abdur Rahman (Dulal) (8/411): Has left
oxford International School and joined B.A.F.
Shaheen English Medium School as senior
teacher.
Md. Mizanur Rahman (8/412): Is doing well
as doctor in Bogra. Now the time to become
L.T.S.
Aminul Hasan (8/414): Is now in India for two
months training. He was the P.S. of Army
Chief. ORCA will be ever grateful for his
remarkable support for Blood for life concert.
Firoz Ahmed (8/418): Is now posted at Savar
cantonment as Army A A & Q. He rendered
excellent service for ORCA relief operation in
1998 flood. That time he was also in Savar.
Mehmood Hossain (8/419): Has been
promoted to Vice-President. He is working at
Prime Bank and posted at Mohakhali Branch as
Branch Chief. ORCA members may contact for
loan. Both Mehmood and Bhabi will arrange
advertisement for next ORCA Souvenir
Inshallah.
Habib Raisuddin (8/428): The great Batch
representative, always ready for any support
needed by ORCA has open-heart surgery at
Scot, Delhi. By the grace of Almighty Allah he
has recovered. We hope and pray to see him
jolly and active as he was.
Towfique Islam (Hiru) (8/432): Recently
visited Bangladesh. He is now working as
Doctor at National University Hospital,
Singapore.
Abdul Mannan Khan (8/440): Is now in
Bangladesh after completing a foreign mission.
He served as legal officer with the United
Mission in Cosovo of former Yugoslavia. He is
now the Senior Asstt. Secretary (law) of
Election Commission Secretariat.
9TH BATCH
>>
Enamul Haque Khokon(9/464):
Came to Bangladesh from USA after a long
time. He has attended the ORCA picnic 2001.
He graced the occasion by becoming an LTS on
the day. Khokon has also donated blood on
Ekushey February, the International Mother’s
Language day in front of TSC at the blood
donation program of ORCA. He got married to
Mahbuba Akter (Rinku) on 11/2/2001. Orca
president, secretary general and his fellow
batchmates attended the weeding reception
hosted by Khokon at his residence on 2/3/2001.
May Allah bless him with conjugal happiness
and future prosperity. Khokon went back to
USA on 29th March 2001.

Rafiqul Huda (9/465): The great tea planter
has become tired of plantation. He now wants
to reside in the metropolis. Are there any
potential employers looking for a great buddy
like him ? We will miss a great host, If Rafiq
Quits his plantation job.
Mohammad Habibur Rahman PhD (9/475):
Has left Bangladesh for Syracuse, USA for a
post Doctoral Diploma on February 5, 2001. By
the grace of Allah if everything goes well, he
may come back in six months time. He is an
outstanding scholar indeed never tired of
studies. Let us pray for his success.
Hasanuzzaman (9/480): Has gone to Siera
Leon on peace keeping mission for a year. May
he be able to bring laurel for himself as well as
for the country. We wish him a safe journey
back home after the mission is accomplished.
Anwarul Haque Chowdhury (9/483): He is
coming to Bangladesh from USA on 2nd June.
Zahid Iqbal (Tinku) PhD (9/487): Has invited
Mohammad Habibur Rahman PhD to deliver a
speech at his university in texas. Habib has
gracefully accepted his invitation.
Yameen Farook (9/489): The robuts
Mechanical Engineer has become an LTS of
ORCA.
Mahboob Ahsan (Taslim) (9/492): Kazi
Ahsanul Haque (Manik) 8/407 coveyed the
message to Saleh Mohd. Ayub (Tinnah) 9/459
over telephone from USA that Taslim might
come to Bangladesh for a short visit in about
two-months time. ORCA should remain alert
about his arrival in Dhaka to make him an LTS.
Shah Alam (Selim) (9/496): The great MD. Of
SK Fashions Ltd. going to Singapore on May
29, 2001 with a view to migrating to Canada
will ORCA be deprived of his generous
contribution in the future.
10TH BATCH
>>
Akhter Ahmed Chowdhury (10/548): the exbatch representative lost his mother on 29th
January. (Inna...Rajeun). His batchmates
attended the Namaze zanaza. Let us pray for the
eternal peace of the departed soul.
Farhaduzzaman(10/551): has been blessed
with a daughter recently.
Quamrul Islam(10/552):The only Army
officer of 10th batch has gone to Congo on UN
mission on 4th May.
Dr. Sohel Mousa(10/559): The brilliant
physician came to Bangladesh along with his
family recently. He is now in Wales, UK. 10th
batch organized a Get together at Saiful’s
(10/576) residence in honour of Sohel Mousa.
Mofazzal(10/567): who served ORCA as
secretary General for the longest period has
lost his father on 26th February. Father of
Mofajjal, Alhaj Md Abdul Aziz died of heart
attack at Sirajgonj. Let all of us pray for the
eternal peace of the departed soul.
Recently he has been promoted to Addl.
Commissioner, Tax.
11TH BATCH

>>

Alamgir (11/580): Is busy with new factory set
up. Thanks for your whole hearted support for
ORCA concert.
Md. Golam Ambia (11/584): Promoted to Lt.
Colonel. Congratulations.
Nurul Islam (June) (11/591): Working as a
Doctor in K.S.A.
Sufi Mahmmad Zulfiqar Rahnam (11/609):
Promoted to Lt. Colonel. Congratulation.
Md. Fazul Bari (Lulu) (11/611): Has opened a
buying house on his own and looting money
from the market. He has also been blessed with
a daughter. We want to see you regular in
ORCA as you were long before.
Anwar Hossain (Babu) (11/612): Joined again
at Property Group as Director.
Enamul Karim Nirjhar (11/617): Has sifted
his office to House # 36/A, Road # 2,
Dhanmondi R/A.
Shah Farooq Hassan (11/619): Promoted to
Lt. Colonel. Congratulation.
Dr. Abdur Rouf (11/624): Both husband and
wife practising medical profession at
Mymensingh.
Khaleduzzaman(Sayeed) (11/625): Opened a
new showroom of Power Pac Electronics Ltd.
at suit no 317 B.C.S. Computer city I.D.B.
Building. 15% discount special discount for
ORCA members.
Sayeduzzaman (Suza) (11/626): Left Pubali
Bank and joined Markentile Band as A.V.P. He
is posted at Head office Dilkusha.
Junaid Masroor (11/627):The Ex-Additional
Secretary General of ORCA Joined Standard
Chartered Grindlays Bank as manager
International Network Services.
Maruf Ahmed (Titu) (11/628): Promoted to
Assistant Credit Manager of Singer BD. Ltd.
and posted at Head office, Dhaka, (I.D.B.
Building).
Imroz Ahmed (11/629): Took self-retirement
from Army and joined Envoy Group as
Director. Thanks for your extra ordinary
support in ORCA concert.
Abdur Razzak (Razu) (11/630): Got married
to a beautiful Bangalee girl in U.S.A.
Congratulations.
Abu Sufian Mahmud (11/632): Opened a
grand cyber Cafe at Road No-4A Satmasjid
Road, Jigatola. Before ORCA concert the Cafe
was the second ORCA office. Thanks to Sufian
and his officers and employees for everything.
Shah Ahmed Ali (11/635): Has been
confirmed as Head of Treasury of Standard
Chartered Grindlays Bank.
Mohammad Arif (11/637): is going to Siera
Leon on U.N. Mission.....
Iftekhar Ahmad (11/638): Half century!! The
General Secretary of ORCA Blood Donation
Club donated blood for the 50th time. It’s really
great He is now an advocate of Appellate
Division of the Bangladesh Supreme Court.
Alamgir Islam (11/640): Lost his father. His
father was Justice of Supreme Court. May
Allah grace him the heaven.
** 11th Batch has celebrated 26th College
entrance anniversary on 1st September 2000.

They arranged a Get-together at Asparagus. The
get-together was sponsored by Sufian (11/632).
12TH BATCH
>>
Md. Ashrafuzzaman(12/644): Very busy with
his new business ventures with Australians also
busy with his new born baby boy.
Md. Nasimul Gani(12/645): Still staying in
Syllhet (Jalalabad Cantt.)
Sazzad Hossain(12/647): Lost!!!!!!! If
anybody find him please inform us.
Azharul Karim Rumi(12/650): Doing PhD in
Japan.
Saiful Islam(12/651): My batch mates can find
me in “orca12@yahoogroups.com”
Md. Selim Reza(12/652): We are still waiting
to see you at 12+++++++++.
Humayun Kabir(12/654): Now he is posted
Jessore Air Base.
Javed Iqbal Khan(12/655): Now in Kent,
Ohio but keeping regular contact with the batch
mates.
Mahmood Hussein(12/656): Now in Japan.
Recently visited Bangladesh.
Mahbubul Alam(12/657): There is no non
beautiful female creature(in another word
girl/woman),just there is shortage of Vodka( NI
BIVAYET
NIKRASIVIKH
ZENSHIN,
BIVAAYET MALA VODKI).! So, let's try to
realize the beauty of this creature of
God/Nature( But you have to make the choice
the procedure.It's
everybody's own affair). We are waiting for
more tips from Kiev.
Md. Muniruzzaman(12/658): Men are like
government bonds.They take so long to mature.
Golam Awal(12/664): Do not keep silent, your
batch mates are waiting to hear something from
you.
A T S A siddique(12/665): Come forward &
show your past activities again.
Jahangir Alam(12/666): As a medical officer
of FCC now I can say “ektu kashi dao”.
Md. Mamun Bin Ibne Reaz(12/669): Now
you
can
find
me
in
“orca12@yahoogroups.com”
Ataur Rahman(12/671): Migrated to Canada.
Saifur Rahman(12/672): Now in Perth,
Australia.
Niamul Gani(12/675): Completed his FCPS
2nd part and posted to Comilla Cantt & staying
with his magistrate wife there. Recently got a
costly apartment in Dhaka as “JOUTUK”. Is it
true?
Motafa Ataus Samad(12/677): Came back to
Dhaka from Japan & joined the Water
Development Board.
Md. Dabiur Rahman(12/680): in one SPAN it
was published that I am blessed with a baby
girl, it should be “baby boy” (3rd. one) but do
not delete the old news. I’m still hopping to
publish it in future.
Firoz Hassan(12/683): Posted to Army Head
Quarter, Dhaka.
A H M Arif(12/684): On the way to USA.
Ruhul Islam Lulu(12/ 688): Performed Hajj
this year.

Shah Md. Ferdous(12/691): Now he is doing
higher studies in medical science in USA,
“Rangpur Medical College could not realize
me”.
Shah Nurul Quadir(12/694): Very busy to
build his own residence.
Ashraf hussain Selim(12/695): Do not keep
silent, come forward to join your batch mates.
Monzur Faruk Chow.(12/696): Your batch
mates are waiting to see you as a sole sponsor
of “ORCA CALENDAR-2002”.
Aurangazeb
Mahboob
Rana(12/751):
Recently went to USA for a short course.
13TH BATCH
>>
Shihabuddin Mahmud (13/705): Recently
completed his Ph.D.in city planning from
Dilkant University, Ankara, Turkey. He has
been blessed with a son on 24th February.
Congratulations & Congratulations.
K M Salzar Hossain (Dicken) (13/709): Has
joined MIST as teacher.
Md. Abdul Moqaddem (13/711): The Ex-Vice
President of ORCA Performed Hajj this Year.
Md. Zahurul Islam (13/718): Doing Ph.D. in
Australia. He is a civil Engineer.
AKM Iqbal Hussain (13/722): Married to
Ruku on 30th September 2000.
Abdullah-Hil Baquee (13/724): has joined as
C.G.S. cord. Thanks for your sincere
contnibution in ORCA concert.
SIM Jahanyar (Mukul) (13/727):is doing
Staff course at staff college.
Jahangir Kabir Talukdar (13/728): has
joined as A.P.S. to Army Chicf. Thanks for
your whole support for ORCA concert.
Md. Abul Hasant (Apu) (13/732): Has
performed Hajj this year.
Irtezaur Rahman (Dipu) (13/749): Coming to
Bangladesh in May 2001, He wants to be
married.
Ali Ahsan Mohboob Munna (13/752): Only
Bachelor member of 13th Batch in Bangladesh.
He is now working with Shakeel Akhter
(7/333) to start a factory.
14TH BATCH
>>
Tariqul Alam Ratan(14/753): He is now in
Rangpur cantt. as G.S.O. operation.
Mamdud (14/755): The Ex- Vice-president of
ORCA is once again in Bangladesh and joined
his old place Citi Bank N.A with a promotion.
He was in the same bank in Mumbai. Now we
want to see you active in ORCA as you were.
Samsur Rahman(14/762): Now in MIST as
Teacher.
Shafiqul Alam Milon(14/780): is transffered
to Dhaka at Army Air Regiment from Jessore.
Aminur Rashid(14/764):The Mariner recently
visited Bangladesh. Now he is settled in
Australia.
Hashem Ahmed(14/768):Recently visited
Bangladesh and forget to visit ORCA.
Iftekhar (14/781): Joined P M’s office as staff
officer of Armed forces Division.
Shahid (14/782): Has been transffered to
Comilla Cantt.

Shafiqur Reza (14/793), Zillur (14/783),
Aftab (14/788): Has passed staff College
successfully. Nasir (14/784) and Raquib
(14/789) are in Siera Leon on UN Mission.
Toha(14/800):Has
been
posted
to
Rangamati.He was in M.S. Branch. ORCA will
never forget his support for ORCA Directory.
Before living Dhaka he successfully completed
M.B.A.
Anwarul Islam (14/805): has been blessed
with a daughter. Congratunation.
Zalil (14/807): Has been posted to AHQ.
15TH BATCH
>>
Zahidus Sayeed (15/816): Recently blessed
with a kid (daughter I guess). We wish a
fantastic tomorrow for the kid.
Iftekher
Uddin
(15/817):
The
first
doctor(Ph.D) Recently visited Bangladesh. 15th
Batch organized a batch Get-together in his
honour at Bar-B-Q. The Get-together was
sponsored by Noor (15/850).We thank Iftekhar
for all his contribution for ORCA.
Mostafa Al-Mamun (15/821): The ex
treasurer of ORCA came to Bangladesh from
Japan and didn’t forget to be regular in ORCA
office during his stay in Bangladesh.
Rakib Ibne Habib (15/823): We really wish a
very happy conjugal life of Rakib. But
unfortunately after the marriage the couple
could not make up their time to attend ORCA
programs. Rakib, are you covering up(!), don’t
forget we miss you.
Md.Sohel Rana(15/825): Recently visited
Bangladesh and returned to U.S.A. with
vabi.His marvelous flat in Dhaka is on the way
to be completed. Thanks for fullfillment of your
previous commitment. Now let’s wait for the
tax of the flat.
Rafiqul Haq (15/827): recently completed his
MBA from IBA, University of Dhaka. We
guess it is high time for him to build his career.
We wish ORCA bhabis to come forward to find
a bride for his domestication. He has announced
that he is going to marry with in one month.
Anisur Rahman (15/828): He is in UN
mission. He has reached Dhaka on 4th April for
one month vacation. We expect to see you live.
Md. Mesbaul Islam (15/830): This
paratrooper of Bangladesh Army is now in the
UN mission.
Aminul Islam (15/831): Recently lost his
father. We are sorry for the loss and pray for
the departed soul "may Allah rest him in
peace".
Halimur Reza(15/835): Suddenly he has been
found in Dhaka. Batchmates are waiting for the
detail. He was serving as Doctor.
Masud Mostafa Mehedi (15/837):
The mariner visited Bangladesh at the end of
2000. He participated the inter house cricket
match of ORCA and reminded that he was good
batsman in R.C.C.
Abdullah Al-Mamun (15/838): Has been
posted at I.S.S.B. He was in Khulna.
Mahbubur Rahman (15/848): He is now on a
U.N. mission from Bangladesh Army.

Md. Amirul Islam (15/849): He has been
posted at Rajendrapur cantt. from Khulna
D.G.F.I. Thanks for your extra ordinary support
for ORCA picnic 2001. Now please complete
your L.T.S.
Shah Sarwar Rashid (15/851): Ultimately got
married in USA. Our vabi is an engineer and
from BUET and doing MS. We wish a very
happy life for the newly wedded couple.
Unfortunately work place of Joy and university
of vabi is in two different states. This poor
couple have to fly each weekends to make their
date.
Khandakar Mahbubur Rahman (15/852):
Thanks God we could trace him. He is now
Assistant Commissioner (Land) at Birol,
Dinajpur.
Abdul Mukim Sarker (15/854): He is in
Qwait on a U.N. mission. Just after completion
of the mission he will complete his L.T.S.
payment.
Farook Ahmed (15/865): Showed up, after
long disappearance, from Saudi Arabia. He
claimed himself to be an IT programmer, but
trying to do some business of food catering
service and Hajj pilgrim service. After the
ORCA-blood for life concert he has again been
erased from Dhaka.
16TH BATCH
>>
Jabbar (16/866): marriage is in total
uncertainty. The first boy of the batch gonna be
the last in this race.
Ahsan Kabir (16/868): After 9 years of
absolute disappearance back to Bangladesh
from USA, may be a mental relief for the batch
& friends.
Mashuk (16/877): thank God he married after
long waiting.
Zakir Hossain(16/881):Recently missed a
prestigious U.S.A. Training only because he
lost his passport. Was he careless for few
moments! We don’t Know. But we Know that
he was hundred percent careful for ORCA
Picnic. His co-ordination and extraordinary
effort was unimaginable
Nabi(16/885) and Humayun (16/873):
recently blessed with a baby boy and girl
respectively. "baby don't cry-you are orca
member too"
Firoz (16/905) and Aftab (16/906): back from
UN Mission and orca friends are expecting
their sponsored some grand..........
Saidur (16/900): has recently got married and
good wishes for the couple.
17TH BATCH
>>
Zahid (17/918): Visited Dhaka few months
ago. Learned oracle from Dhaka (actually made
vothirs out of it) but getthy 60 thousand bux.
Never walks a step without his 4*4 trusk.
Iqbal (17/919): Visited Dhaka recently.
Looking for two gentlemen to be married to his
twin sisters at Dhaka. Doing great at U.S.A.
Abeer (17/920): Passed PLAB and trying to
get settled at UK. Brilliant result so far

achieved. Also completed MRCP part 1,
Waiting for a father hoods.
Abid (17/921): U.S.A. called him very urgently
as because people are getting uncontrolled and
indiscliplined. Huzur is probably doing
‘Hedayet’ to those so-called Americans. Doing
MIS on off houses.
SAM Hasnian (Nanna) (17/922): Brand new
father. Congrats!
Progyna Khondokar (Progyna) (17/923): is
surrounded by Japanese girls. He knows no
mystery. Height gave an extra advantage him to
look like Japanese. Doing PhD in Physics.
Tushar (17/924): Lot of patients and ultimately
losing hair. Increased weight and now looks
like a father. Tushar is still treating ORCA
members with discount.
John (17/925): Lost as Before.
Babu (17/926): Getting Married soon.
Adnan (17/927): Adjutant, Barisal Cadet
College, tried his level best with all Jacks
utilized but could not avail posting in Girls
Cadet College. God is great. He saved the poor
girls.
He wants to contribute ORCA tk 1000.
Babu (17/928): Lost in U.S.A. nobody knows
where he realy is.
Bulbul (17/934): Big shot! Careful! Pay your
income tax! Assistant Comissioner Taxes,
Bulbul might catch you up any want.
Raqib Uddin (17/938): Congrats! Brand new
father. Blessed with a Daughter 3 weeks back.
Mahbub (17/941): Got married. Now in
Canada as an immigrant. But Bhabi is here
boys don’t worry free time tunky allowed.
Ronju (17/948): Assistant director, Bangladesh
Bank. Loan facility required just meet him
today.
Mesbaul Ajim Rupom (17/956): Congrats!
Topped the Psc Exam. Star of Pabna and 17th
batch as well.
Dostogir (17/960): Lost alrmost his hair.
Burachacha is more bura now. Doing Psc.
Congrats!
Shamsher (17/965): Mega star! Now in China
but has few offices around the world. Currently
established an office at DOHS and thinking to
invest 3 crore for some project. Millioneer baby
of our batch so far.
Tarik (17/967): Congrats got married! Bhabi is
in Aero Beneal. No money required to the
domestic flights.
18TH BATCH
>>
Syeeduzzaman(18/970) : Went to Zimbabwe
to cover match of first foreign tour of
Bangladesh Test Cricket team in The Daily
Janakantha.
Saidul Islam(18/972): Recently joined to
Organon Bangladesh as Brand Manager.
Ehsanullah(18/973):Recently
joined
to
Bangladesh Police as ASP after
completing BCS exam.
Humayun Reza(18/997): Recently joined to
"NGO Forum for Drinking Water Supply
and Sanitation" as Communication Officer.

19TH BATCH
>>
Mostafizur Rahman Nobel (19/1023): Started
studying in USA. His wife joined him recently.
Ferdous Mannan Prodeep (19/1024) Going to
be three.
Wahid Hossain Bappy(19/1036) We at last
found him. He is staying in Thailand.
Motahar Hossain (19/1032), Mahbub Alam
Dulal (19/1037) & Anwarul Islam(19/1039) :
Got married recently.Congratulation.
Ashraful Alam(19/1042) Became proud father
of a daughter. Congratulations.
Mahfuzul Islam (19/1056) Going to settle in
Ishwardi.
Yusuf Ali Khan (19/1057) Now staying in
Japan to attend an official training.
Masudur Rashid Milu(19/1061) Became
father of a son named Raiyan. Congratulations.
20TH BATCH
>>
Delwar Rahman(20/1077): married Khaleda
Begum on 20th may 2000 and expecting a baby
soon.
Suja (20/1078): recently visited Bangladesh
from Dubai. Now he is settled in the USA with
a good job. Moreover he has been blessed with
second daughter. Congratulation.
Zakir(20/1080): both he and bhabi are working
in the same office(ORG-MARG-QUEST). Very
sincere member of ORCA, Monjurul Haque
(3/135) is the MD of Quest.
Mizan(20/1087): recently got married. He has
completed B.Sc engineering electrical. Now he
is on training at SI&T Sylhet. We come to
know that he is writing love letters regularly
from there.
Raju(20/1088):has joined BOC as Operation
Engineer and desperately looking for a bride.
We request all ORCA bhabis to help him.
Habibullah(20/1089):promoted
to
Major
immediately after completing the UN mission
in east Timur. Congratulation.
Saiful Alam(20/1092): the ex oraganizing
secretary of ORCA has been promoted to asst.
professor
of
Applied
Physics,
DU.
Congratulation.
Tito(20/1093): is going to leave this country
for Canada soon. We request him to pay all the
expectations of ORCA.
Dollar(20/1094): has joined National bank of
Rajshahi.
Tusher(20/1097): has recently been blessed
with a daughter. Congratulatuion. He is now
working at Beximco farma as pharmacist.
Yousuf(20/1099):has
completed
B.Sc.
engineering electrical from BUET and joined
UN mission in Kuwait.
Mamun(20/1100): has been promoted to Major
and posted to Bogra.
Mahmood(20/1102): has been blessed with his
second child. Congratulation. Now ORCA is
waiting for his LTS.
Shahidullah(20/1108):has joined as doctor in
Social Marketing Company.
Firoz(20/1111) is posted at Naval HQ at
Dhaka.

Zenif(20/1118): came to Bangladesh from
USA recently.
Selim(20/1119) is working at BIRDEM as
doctor.
Anwar(20/1120): has completed B.Sc.
engineering electrical. He is now posted in
Saidpur.
Naveed(20/1121): came to Bangladesh and
returned USA with bhabi. He has married
Monwar Alam Ahmed on 24th October. We
want to see Naveed active for ORCA as he was
after HSC.
Maksum(20/1125):has been promoted to
Major. Congratulation.
21ST BATCH
>>
S.K.M. Mazibul Alam (21/1128), Shahidul
Alam (21/1136), & Sajedur Rahman
(21/1168) :
Going to be fathers soon.
Mahbubul Islam (21/1134) : Passing damn
happy time with his very new born daughter.
Istiaq Parvez (21/1141) & Shamim
Ahmed (21/1174): Oh No! Late comers are
ahead of being fathers!
Sabbir Hamza
Chowdhury (21/1143):
Recently left for England to complete Bar-atLaw. Also going to be a father. Bou to aka, tai.
Golam Faisal Ahmed (21/1145): After long
days hibernation he shown his face at ORCA
office. He is working in Alico.
Abul Khair (21/1154): Passing bad days due
to about 400 K.M. distance between him and
his wife.
Nawroz
Hasan
Talukdar
(21/1155):
Congratulation, to be a B.C.S. police officer.
Fahmidul Haque (21/1169): Alhamdulillah.
He recovered his disease fully.
MD. Khasruzzaman (21/1175): Going to be a
B.C.S. Medical Officer. Congratulation. Alas!
no more in Doctors’ Hostel, D.M.C.
Khondokar Ashrafuzzman (21/1177): Where
are you? No trace.
22ND BATCH
>>
Saiful Alam Bhuiyan (22/1178): Mr. & Mrs.
Bhuiyan couple has been blessed with a
daughter. She is now 3 month old but nobody
(batchmates) went to see the new comer. She is
very angry!! So, batchmates what we will do?
Anwar-us-shahedat (22/1179): Now he is in
Dhaka after getting threaten by house-incommand (M)!!
Rashed Shamim (22/1180): would you believe
he got chicken pox in bangkok. An innocent
guy indeed.
Tomal (22/1185): Joined in UNIQA Inc.,
Congratulation!
Reza (22/1187): Has married recently without
informing his mates. Batch mates are still
waiting to be invited.
Shafiq (22/1190): Joined in National
University as a lecturer. Favorite teacher in his
area (Tajmahal Road). Always found with a
group of beautiful female students. If you have
any doubt, your can visit his residence. So,
make a queue....

Abrar(22/1192): he is actually busy with
ladies( lady cadets and lady wife)
Rowshon(22/1194): Don’t even try to meet
him. Certainly he’ll convince you to buy credit
card.
Mubasshir (22/1195): Is lost, If any body
found him contact with any of his batchmates
who are in Dhaka.
Lokman (22/1196): A happy man. Every
weekend Dhaka-Rajshahi trip, is must. Two
thing in the world-Rima and Rima.
Mahabub(22/1198): Confused! Why there is
no course on Woman resource development?
Al-Mahmud (22/1200): Dad, where are you?
We can’t even sleep please get back your loving
sons.
ATM Tareq (22/1203): Lost his father
(Innalillahe...rajeun). Let’s pray for the
departed soul and the family members.
Shahid (22/1209): Now he is in BMA,
Chittagong, as AWTO. He is unchanged-Tehue.
Abaas(22/1211): studying in London.
Zahid (22/1212): What a great six you made!
With in 15th days, your wife is carrying.
Congratulations.
Siddiq(22/1214) and Shahadat (22/1179):
presently two of them are busy with Y river
agreement. The doctor is taking care of the
patient.
Rimon(22/1224): Planner is in the middle of
very unplanned life who dares to plan his(their)
life.
Gausal Azam (22/1226): professional engineer
working in Stabilizer company. He can run with
any voltage.
23RD BATCH
>>
Naser Mahmood (23/1228): is now a teacher
of Computer Science Deptt, Dhaka University
as well as a very big Gambler in the internet.
Habibul Islam (23/1229): is now actel leader.
Kalyan (23/1230): is now in USA but no trace.
Mahmudunnabi (23/1233): is now getting IT
training in Army staff college.
Mahboob(23/1235): During the ORCA concert
23rd batch sponsored two mobile phones.
Mahboob played the pioneer role in the job.
Mostafiz(23/1240):
want
credit
card?
Contact....Mostafiz.
Kibria(23/1245): though he is in Army but is
the fattest boy in the batch.
Azad(23/1252): recently married and now in
Dhaka.
Gulam Sohel(23/1353): father of two son and
now in BDR Dhaka.
Monwar (23/1255): want to check HIV virus?
Contact ..him.( research officer- deptt of
immunology,BIRDEM)
Asaduzzaman(23/1258): started buying lands
as far as his fathers eyes can see. Soon
becoming Jomidar.
Toufiq(23/1261): hearing the news that he is
going to be a father.His father in law gifted him
a car.
Asaduzzaman Rubel(23/1263): now is living
with his newly married wife in USA.

Wazed(23/1264): working in Democracy
watch and going to be married very soon.
Sayem (23/1266): working in Grameen phone.
He has got married recently but nobody even
his batchmates knew the good news.
Al-Ahsan (23/1267): has joined as an IT
programmer at HR textile. We are worried
about the future of the section.
Rizvee(23/1268): very sorry in his failure to
provide concert tickets for his 161 girl friends.
Also now black listed in Salman.F. Rahman’s
khata.
Habib(23/1271): The toughest officer of Army.
Completed commando course, scuba diving and
also 112 para jumps. Now he is doing an IT
course in Army staff college.
Russell (23/1273): The Australlean green card
holder is now in Dhaka for a two months visit.
Alam (23/1276): is now the incharge of Dhaka
Cantt. telephone communication.
23rd batch arranged a Get together on 26th
April, 2001. 22 batchmates were present
including 6 bhabis.
They arranged another Get together and a
cricket match on 1st may to celebrate their
college joining day.
24th BATCH
>>
Kawsar(24/1285) and Ahsan(24/1306): are
doing their internship at Dhaka medical. We all
will need them at different stages of our single
and marital lives. Younus(24/1315) is also
becoming a doctor from Rajshahi.
Ehtesham(24/1295): is in IBA, doing MBA.
He is called the most studious person in the
hostel. But he complains nobody from our batch
cares him. He pointed out Islam(24/1317)
specially.
Afaz(24/1301): also looking for a job. He has a
very nice communicating capability. Benson is
his best friend.
Khalid(24/1307): married recently. They are
living happily.It's heard that Saif(24/1291) also
married his engineer girl friend. All the
batchmates are little unhappy with him for his
unusual hibernation.
Iqbal(24/1309): recently changed his job from
DDC to an American engineering company, he
plans to marry by the end of this year.
Haider(24/1311): the great person tries to keep
the batch bonding crack-free. Nazrul(24/1297)
and Haider were found very intimate during the
Orca concert.
Rana(24/1312): out of touch for a while,
probably busy in building career.
Saeed(24/1316) and Ashiq (24/1325): going to
join Bangladesh Police shortly.
Islam(24/1317): is looking for a job, he
recently completed his internship from hotel
SonarGaon after doing his MBA. Dhaka guys
often gather at Islam's house.
Pasha(24/1319): is an MBA student at IBA,
besides, he is working with Afsana Mimi. She
owns the advertising firm. Pasha really having
nice time, as he is the main person to furnish
the business deals with clients.

Shakil(24/1324): plans to marry in June. The
lady is in IBA so far we heard. Shakil also
remains invisible from the batch though he is
living a very smart professional life.
People abroad are also doing great.
Azam(24/1292): recently has gone to Japan
getting Monoboshu scholarship.
Mashiur(24/1305):He and Azam (24/1292) are
living at a distance of 40 km. 24th batch
uploaded a web site www.rcc24.bizland.com.
Mashiur (24/1305) and Iqbal (24/1309) are the
designers.
AlMahmud(24/1285): is in UK under common
wealth scholarship.
Masud(24/1289) out of touch for long.
Hassan(24/1318) is doing very very good in
USA, he is in a famous IT industry there.
Wasi(24/1321) also working in IT sector there
in Philadelphia. Masnad(24/1308) completing
MS in civil engineering from USA.
Altamas(24/1296) and Firoz(24/1326): got
married recently.
common email address of 24th batch is
ercc24@yahoogroups.com
25TH BATCH
>>
Sazed (25/1331): staying at Uttara preparing
house for the next gereration.
Galib(25/1336): there is a whisper of his
marriage but no confirmation.
Al-Momen(25/1337):the marriage ceremony
was on 16th February with the daughter of
Major General Mahmuduzzaman. Well done.
Sakib(25/1339): is now in deep love in
Jahangirnagar University.
Ashraf(25/1341): busy with service and
mobile.
Sazid(25/1345):chupi chupi engagement in
Ibrahimpur.
Shafin(25/1347): is joining as Thana Family
Planning Officer(BCS). Congratulation.
Mohsenul
Momen(25/1349):
still
no
communication with Rajshashi Medical
College.
Noor-E-Elahi(25/1356): is now in USA.
Naeem(25/1357):studying in BUET and
preparing for marriage very soon.
Utpal(25/1369):trying to cry but his sensitive
conscious doesn’t allow. Don’t bother anyone
will come dear prince.
Sadrul(25/1371): Almighty saved him after a
dangerous accident. Get well soon.
Masud(25/1374): still we are in searching
mood.
Habib(25/1378): promoted as captain and
searching partner.
Ali Husein(25/1379): we are missing your
sweet voice.
26TH BATCH
>>
Ferdous (26/1382) : Very often found at
Sylhet, not alone.
Masud (26/1383): Is lost From ORCA and
form all his batch mates.
Shahadat (26/1387): Passing time with his
beloved happily.
Tehsin (26/1388): Recently finished his studies
on Computer Science at Asian University.

Mahmud (26/1393): Promoted to Captain.
Congratulations...........
Hamid (26/1394): Doing well in paglagarad in
Malayasia.
Mohsin (26/1395): Now available in TV
screen. We want you to be available at ORCA
office also.
Alamgir (26/1396): Owner of a coaching
centre at Tangail .
Shinwarin(26/1400):Congratulats....
He
became first class first in honors in pharmacy at
D.U. We want the same result from you in
M.Sc. also.
Kabir (26/1403): Stood first in B.B.A. in
Peoples University. Congratulations........
Ashraf (26/1410): Became first in special IT
course in Army.
Abdullah (26/1411): Now in Australia for
completing his M.Sc. degree.
Sharif (26/1413) : Very busy for the final
Exam. Keeps all information of the whole
course. Others to diposit their details to him.
Kamal (26/1414) : Sweating for a VISA to
Australia. Very often is found at the Embassy.
Rabiul (26/1415): Still singing at Shahidullah
Hall and through the roads of DU.
Shahriar (26/1416) : Got chance in
Bangladesh Institute of Bank Management
(B.I.B.M).
Javed (26/1418): Now in India for studying IT.
Ashrafuzzaman (26/1425) : Gone for training
in Saudi Arabia from Bangladesh Navy.
Alim (26/1427) : Passing happy days at
Jessore. Very often is seen at Dhaka also but
busier with girl friends over phone on ORCA
days than coming to ORCA.
Hamim (26/1428): Now he is well after his
accident.
** 26 th batch arranged a Get-together on
14th May - the college joining day at SHARIF’s
house.
27TH BATCH
>>
Sami Sarwar (27/1433): ow a days we could
see him.
Abu Sayem (27/1435): is very serious with his
studies.
Fazle elahi (27/1442): has a lot of things to
know now a days.HERO TO ZERO.
Shahed (27/1448): Though he is doing his
honors in Economics but aim in life
is to become a tourist.
Rashed (27/1451): Came from Rajshahi with
Parata and chicken as a Devdut.
Zakiur (27/1458): He is trying heart and soul
to forget us.Probably busy with his newly
married (guess so) wife.
Akik (27/1460): Few days ago he was found
controlling traffic who were walking in the
University area.
Firoz (27/1464): Now a days we are far behind
from his level.
Ashiq (27/1466):Very strong man.
28TH BATCH
>>
Mohammad Ali(28/1481): has been called by
BB Russel as a model of her firm.

A T Shahriar Ahmed (28/1482): is very much
afraid after Ramna botomul tragedy.
Mohammod Hasan (28/1484): now he is
available in front of Sheraton hotel.
Arif(28/1485): his fairy tales is achieving
market day by day.
Zohurul(28/1486): has got his 13th girl friend.
Tanvir(28/1488): the people of Sardah is
missing you very much. Recently transferred to
Savar Cantt.
Mostafiz(28/1489): jibon bhasoman badamer
khosa, Business studies faculty holo jiboner
asha.
Sadiq(28/1494): now in Canada.
Mizan(28/1495): we need you in the next eid ul
azha.
Salek(28/1496): khujchi......
Yusuf (28/1497): please take care of your
younger brother. We want to see him as a
doctor in future.
Shakti Prasad Pal (28/1498): has bought a
green coat and also a black sunglass.
Abul Monsur Sikdar (28/1501): is hosting
marriage parties regularly.
Saanyaan(28/1502): Very happy to find his tail
at last.
Kabir(28/1504): now in APTECH.
Tahsin (28/1505): He is available in every
army stadium concerts because it doesn’t cost
him.
Galib(28/1506): now in Khagrachori cantt. and
helping the BDR jawans.
Atiq(28/1508): ..............nothing to be worried.
He has bought a new belt.
Ashiq(28/1509): you are most wanted. Police
van is coming...........
Sobhan(28/1511): Tofayel Ahmed is searching
you for the election purpose.
Asif (28/1512): life is easy.....
A.B.M. Yahia ferdous (28/1514):
is the next chatro league president of DU! He is
going to stand in the 2006 election!
Khairuzzaman(28/1515): Ishtiak bhai, I have
a complain against Saanyaan.
Hasan(28/1517): going to Canada....
Azam(28/1518): SABDHAN. VP sir is
coming.
Badrul (28/1523): Why he is so much concern
about physical fitness?
Monir (28/1508): He is back from Canada and
at last engaged to someone form a different
country.
Mamun (28/1531): Mamun tumi kothai?
29TH BATCH
>>
Rasel(29/1546),
Shahriar(29/1553),
Saleh(29/1570): started a new business at
Palton maidan.
Sadeq(29/1571): is going to be the next Ajay
Kor Khokon.
Hasan(29/1568): is fighting with LTTE in
Srilanka.
Abdullah(29/1554)&Atiq(29/1551): is lost.
Asad(29/1533): is the playboy of The
Ahsanullah University.
Tajim (29/1535): Is enjoying wild party in
U.S.A.

Nizam (29/1557): Relative of Imtiaz was
supposed to be in U.S.A. but unfortunately he is
now in pune (India).
Jafor(29/1574):Nigego bari,
Na bhara thako?
Khaled (29/1575): Is the first (Pazi) Hazi of
29th Batch.
Wasi (29/1578): Is Busy for nothing.
Mahmud (29/1549): Will get “Ekushey
Padak” next year for his recitation.
30TH BATCH
>>
Md. Rakibuzzman (30/1587): bhalo ki
Achee?
SM Ahsan Kabir (30/1588): he is still in
thinking.
Md. Samiul Hossain (30/1589):
the phone is always busy! How can he talk
through out the day!
Muneem(30/1591):now he is a teacher of a
beautiful girl.
Shahriar(30/1592): where are you? No trace?
Mamun(30/1595): has joined Marine recently.
Best of luck.
Md. Monucheher Osman (30/1596) : is very
busy with his one lakh forty three thousands
and seventy four relatives through out the
world.
Saif(30/1597): contact your friends with a
chala in your back. A reception is waiting for
you. Extra hoe jacche bhai.
Azad(30/1599): Is the construction of stadium
completed??
Shahriar(30/1604): deptt.–e ke ke achee?
Arafath bin Idris (30/1606) : 82 not
out...........How is Ishita?
Md. Sajedur Rahman (30/1610) :
What are you doing in Naogaon? Pretty
busy..huh?
Md. Iftekhar Mahmud (30/1611) :
Founder of Humayun Ahmed Fan Club in
Rajshshi University.
Razibul Hasan (30/1615): always found
in.............with..........doing......
Moinur Hossain (30/1616) : doing very well in
NSU.
Shafil(30/1617): kotodin surjo dekho na?
Ashfaq (30/1618): being forgotten all of your
batch mates, are you happy now??
Nazmul(30/1620): is now in Srilanka for three
years of Army training. Best of luck.
Mamun(30/1624): got an accident in BMA. By
the grace of almighty he has recovered.
Arafat(30/1626): very soon is going to be
promoted as the director, finance of AANSI
computers.
Khalid(30/1627):very happy to be the lance
corporal of the lady cadets.
Kamal(30/1628): is doing very well in MMC.
Abdullah(30/1631): having collision in regular
interval with....
Fattah:(30/1634):cultivates leech in his body.
Sadiq(30/1635): why are you in front of
Masters class room?
Borhan(30/1638):The London girl is still
waiting for you.

31st BATCH
>>
Hafiz (31/1659): Congratulations!!! First
shahi-Cadet to prepare himself as a BUET
computer Engineer.
Sohel (31/1662): Boys ! Get ready to receive a
marriage invitation card soom ! Not jocking.
Shahid (31/1655): Strong boy, are you still
Okay!
Arefin (31/1663): Going to Canada soon.
GOT CHANCE IN DHAKA UNIVERSITY:
Always found in front of kala Bhaban & T.S.C.
Zinnatun (31/1644) (Genetic Engireering &
Biotech.), Touhid (31/1653) (Anthropology),
Rokon
(31/1661)(Botany),
Dilip
(31/1676)(Applied Physics & Electronics),
Mortuja
(31/1680)(Do),
Iftekhar
(31/1682)(Do) & Aminul (31/1686) (C.S).
GOT CHANCE IN BUET:
Hafiz (31/1659) (C.S.E) & Mahmood
(31/1672)(Civil). Monjur (31/1654) M.E.
I.I.T. (Gazipur): Always Speak in Arabic
otherwise the giant Nigros are ready to fix you!
Mainur
(31/1645)(C.S.I.T),
Arif
(31/1647)(Do), Tanvir (31/1667)(E.E) &
Mahbubul (31/1692)(C.S.I.T).
GOT CHANCE IN LATHER
TECHNOLOGY:
Nuruzzaman (31/1666)(Foot Wear), Sirajum
(31/1670)(Do), Ahammod (31/1684)(Leather).
AMA University: Shohel (31/1649)(C.E),
Ashrar (31/1664)(C.E).
Mofackkharul (31/1650) (Architecture) &
Mushfeq (31/1695)(C.S.E).
Nagib (31/1665): Army Medical, Arif
(31/1676): Sylhet Tec. U, Sharriar (31/1679):
R.U (Eng.), Mahmood (31/1681): Isliamic U
(I.T), Alam (31/1686): Faridupr M.C, Rafiq
(31/1685): BIT Rajshahi (C.E), Joyonto
(31/1698): J.U(Eng.),
GOT CHANCE IN THE ARMY
Six Cadets of 31st Batch got chance in 47th
B.M.A. long course. They are
Fredous (31/48), Shahid (31/1655), Sabur
(31/1657),
Omar
(31/1660),
Kawsar
(31/1671), Mobashshir 31/1696) & Till now
five cadets have got chance in 48th B.M.A.
long course. They are:
Zakaria (31/1646), Sohel (31/1662), Hasan
(31/1669), Nahid (31/1689) & Mahtab
(31/1691). We hope sword of honour from any
of them. And the others have got chance in
various renowned institutions. We wish their
best success.

THE RESULT OF SSC AND
HSC OF THE COLLEGE
Result of Rajshahi Cadet College in SSC and
HSC for the year 2000 was brilliant. In the
both exams college achieved a remarkable.
We must congratulate the cadets as well as
thank all the faculty members of RCC
without whose support it would be never
possible.

RESULT OF S.S.C 2000
Total examinee:38

Star marks:38
Combined merit list:10
From Science(9) & (1) from Arts
Securing position(Science) from one to ten &
the cadets are:
Md. Saidul Islam (1756): 1st
Mosaddeque Hasan(1754):3rd
Md.Samiul Alam(1763):4th Mohammad
Zahid(1767):5th
Md.Mesbaul Monjur(1768):8th
Syed Wasim (1773):8th
& From Arts: Muhammad Taher Jamil
(1790): 6th

RESULT OF H.S.C 2000
Total Examinee 53
Star Marks: 45
First division: 52
Second Division: 01
Combined Merit List Position: 11
From science (11) & none from Arts.
Securing Position (Science) from one to ten
& the cadets are:
MD.Mainur Rahman :1st
A.T.M. Iftekhar Hossain:2nd
Ahmedur Rahman:3rd
Mahmudur Rahman:6th
Mahbubul Haque: 6th
Arifur Rahman:8th
Dilip Kumar Sarkar:9th

INTER CADET COLLEGE
COMPETITION
Rajshahi Cadet college became champion in
Inter Cadet College Hockey Competition
which
held
in
Mirzapur
Cadet
College.Congratulations R.C.C. boys.

BRILIANT RESULTS:
ORCA KIDS

ORCA decided to distribute prizes among
the brilliant ORCA kids who can achieve
good results in the examinations. To cheer up
ORCA kids was the prime object of the
decission. So, it is an appeal to all the
members to please inform ORCA about the
brilliant results of their kids, so that ORCA
can be grateful to encourage them. Also for
ORCA members. For ORCA kids first
second and third in final exam and for
ORCA members same positions in Honours
and Masters or in equivalent exam will be
the criteria for prize.





Full page:
Take 8,000/=
Half Page:
Taka 5,000/=
Quarter Page:
Taka 3,000/=
The next ORCA Span is going to be
published in the first week of August.
You are requested to mail the news for
Span in ORCA office and the detail of
contribution.
ORCA Accounts will be published in
the next ORCA Span

NEXT PROGRAMS OF
ORCA
1.

Reception of 32th Batch & General
Meeting: 6th July 2001, Sponsor: 9th
Batch.
2. Indoor
Games
and
Cultural
Competition: 18 to 21 September, 2001
(ORCA expects 13th Batch will be the
sponsor).
3. Iftar & Yearly Doa: 30th November,
2001
4. Inter-House Cricket Competition: 28th
December 2001 or 4th January, 2002,
Sponsor: 11th Batch.
5. Re-Union-Hopefully in February 2002,
subject to the approval of Governing
Body.
Presently ORCA is setting the dates of
programs long before so that members can
plan accordingly to participate.


From now members can publish
advertisement
of
their
business
organisation in ORCA Span. The rate of
the adevertisement is
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